Translated from Japan’s

Wireworld Generation 52 interconnects and speaker cables
G Real, Live Sound though Precision
O
L This is the top model, which has solid
D silver conductors. Like the Silver Eclipse,

the interconnect insulator is Teflon and the
speaker cable is high density polyethylene.
The conductor material is where the
difference is. Critically speaking, the
exquisiteness of this cable goes farther than
just the silver, as it can produce fine tones
52 with a high level of detail. Rich reverberation
is precisely differentiated, hearkening out to the
listener with magnificent acoustic impregnation of
the boundaries of the space. The profound depth,
width and height are impressive. Smooth adherence
to the signals and natural acoustic flow with precise
arrangement of every tone make the reproduction
sound as if it were real and alive.
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Real, Live Sound though
Precision

With OCC copper conductors, the
interconnect cable has high density
polyethylene and the speaker cable
uses FR polyethylene insulation.
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Generation 52 cables are superior
products and one can experience
their advantages coming through
in the sound of the Equinox 52
cables. They have a wide range
without overplay. They have exquisite detail
and clarity from all the way up to all the
way down. With detailed sculpting and bold
expression these cables are representative
of the precise sound reproduction that
Wireworld is known for.
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Deep and wide filling of
space

This is the silver-plated OCC
model. The interconnect cable
is insulated with Teflon and
E the speaker cable is insulated
C
L with high density polyethylene.
I Of course it has a wide range
P and abundant volume, but the
S
E way it fills up space is totally
unique. It paints the outlines
52
and shadows of the sound
with extreme precision. The sound
is reverberant but unblemished. For
these reasons it is highly practical in
its ability to fill up space with depth
and breadth.
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Experience the simplicity of
G52

This is the basic interconnect
cable with helix DNA
52 construction. It has high density
polyethylene insulation and
OFC conductors. The speaker
cable is the same as the
Solstice with Oxygen-Free
copper and FR polyethylene
but the conductors are heavier.
For those who want to know what kind
of sound G52 delivers, we recommend
this grade. It has great balance and high
clarity. It is high quality and soft to the
touch. It does not get strained when bent
which makes it a stronger speaker cable.
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Extreme Phase Accuracy and
Detail
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Rich acoustic clarity for the
beginner

This is considered a top-of-theline model. The wire is OCC
copper all the way through. The
interconnect cable is insulated
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with Teflon and the speaker cable
is insulated with FR polyethylene,
but it has heavier conductors than
the Equinox. The sound outline
is clear and of high resolution
with reproduction that enables one to
distinguish acoustic detail from all of its
aspects. No matter from where you are
listening, it carries a wide range without
thinning at either end. The phases are
clean without distortion.

This interconnect model has stark
differences to the others. It uses
a silver-plated OFC plus side
and is insulated with high density
2 polyethylene. The speaker cable
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has the diagonal DNA design of
the others, with OFC conductors
and FR polyethylene insulation.
Comparatively speaking the sound
is a little muffled but there is no artificial
blowout of the low tones and it carries good
range. It leaves something to be desired
when compared to high grade models
but its clarity and rich sound make it a
reassuring choice for beginners.
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